In a recent paper 1 we studied the electronic transport properties in Weyl semimetals submitted to the combined effects of torsional mechanical strain and magnetic field, showing that this configuration induces a node-polarization effect on the current that can be used to measure the torsion angle from transmission experiments. In this article, we extend our previous work to study thermoelectric transport in Weyl semimetals (WSM) under torsional strain and an external magnetic field. Our analysis involves only the electronic contribution to the transport coefficients, and is thus valid at low temperatures where the phonon contribution is negligible. We provide exact analytical expressions for the scattering cross section and the transmitted heat current, in order to calculate the thermal conductance and the Seebeck coefficient under this configuration. Our results suggest that thermoelectric transport coefficients in these materials can be engineered by appropriately tuning the magnitude of the magnetic field, torsional strain and the applied bias or thermal gradient, leading to a potentially very high figure of merit.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the discovery of a class of materials that exhibit strong spin-orbit coupling and hence nontrivial topological properties [2] [3] [4] [5] (for instance, the magnetic pyrochlore iridates materials) lead to a solid-state physics scenario for a former theory developed by Weyl in the 1920's 6 . The so-called Weyl fermions, in addition to spin, possess an intrinsic property called chirality (the projection of spin over the momentum direction). Remarkably, this quantum mechanical property induces novel macroscopic effects in the transport phenomena on these materials.
In topological Weyl semi-metals (WSM), the strong spin-orbit coupling induces time reversal symmetry or inversion symmetry, thus leading to the splitting of a Dirac point in the spectrum into a pair of Weyl nodes of opposite chirality.
Despite their Dirac-like dispersion relation in the vicinity of the metallic points, WSM do not necessarily satisfy Lorentz covariance. For instance, type II WSM violate this condition 2-5 , due to a dispersion relation where the Dirac cone is strongly tilted with the consequent formation of electron and hole pockets 7 . Among the important consequences of this effect, that are verifiable experimentally, is the chiral anomaly 8 associated to a strong dependence of the electronic transport response on the direction of the applied electric field.
The effects of mechanical strain on the transport properties of Dirac-type materials, while extensively studied in graphene (see for instance Refs. In this work, we focus on the combined effects of torsional mechanical strain and an external magnetic field on the thermoelectric transport properties in WSM, using an analytic procedure developed in Refs. 1, 21 by ourselves. In a previous study 1 , we demonstrated the node-filtering effect of the electronic current that can be achieved through a combination of torsional strain and an external magnetic field in a type I WSM. In this work, we extend our previous results to show that it is possible to engineer, by means of a combination of torsional strain, magnetic field and bias, the thermoelectric coefficients in these materials, such as the thermal conductance and the Seebeck coefficient. Our analysis involves only the electronic contribution to the transport coefficients, and is thus valid at very low temperatures where the phonon contribution is negligible.
II. MODEL
One of the simpler cases of a WSM, is a type I WSM with two nodes of opposite chirality.
In this case, the low energy Hamiltonian is given by a block Hamiltonian around the two nodes located at K ± = ±b/2, where b is the vector between the two nodes in momentum space and v F is the Fermi velocity 13 :
where σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) are the Pauli matrices andp is the momentum operator. The values of b and v F depend on the specific material.
A. Strain
In a quite recent paper Arjona and Vozmediano 13 showed how rotational strain induces pseudo-gauge fields in the low energy effective theory. Closely following their work [13] , we write the effective model for the case of torsional strain. Assuming that the two Weyl nodes are separated by a vector in the z-direction b = bẑ and that the cylinder has a length L in the z-direction, the displacement vector u 13 gives rise to Ω = 1 2
(∇ × u), in terms of which the pseudo-vector potential associated to the deformation is given by:
and the associated induced pseudo-magnetic field is therefore:
where θ is the torsion (twist) angle. An important point to remark is that the pseudomagnetic field possesses opposite signs at each of the two nodes 11, 22 . In contrast, a real magnetic field preserves the same sign at both nodes. Closely following our previous analysis in Ref. 1 , besides the torsional strain we shall also consider the presence of an external magnetic field that gives rise to the node-polarization effect on the electric current 1 (in analogy to the valley-polarization effect observed in graphene 21 ).
III. SCATTERING THROUGH A CYLINDRICAL REGION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD AND MECHANICAL STRAIN
For the sake of completeness, in this section we review the scattering analysis proposed for us in references 1, 21 . We will consider the problem of three-dimensional elastic scattering of an incident free spinor with momentum k = (k x , k y , k z ) and energy E ξ k,λ = λ v F |k|, where λ = ±1 is the "band" index and ξ = ±1 labels each of the Weyl nodes located at K ξ = ξb/2.
Due to the translation symmetry in the z-direction, k z is a good quantum number and it is possible to decouple the z−direction from the plane and therefore the analysis in 1,21 is applied. Moreover, we shall specialize our scattering analysis to the geometry shown in Fig.1 , depicting a nano-junction where the WSM cylindrical region is located in between two contacts whose surface normal points in the x-direction. Therefore, we are interested in transport due to counter-propagating waves in the x-direction and hence we set k y = 0.
We start by considering a free fermion propagating towards the cylindrical scattering center, which is described by the eigenvector of the equation
where free spinor is given by:
We now apply the standard partial wave analysis for scattering used in 1,21 and described in most textbooks (see for instance, Ref. 23 ). Using the symmetry around the z−axis, we can choose as a quantum number the eigenvalue m j of the total angular momentum operator in the z−direction (Ĵ 3 =L 3 +σ 3 /2) to label the solutions:
As explained in Refs. 1, 21 we find:
where the coefficients {c j } are determined from the appropriate boundary and asymptotic conditions as was shown in detail in Refs. 1, 21 . In addition, as in standard elastic scattering theory 23 , the phase shift captures the effect of a scattering region over the transmitted particle waves.
To calculate the phase shift δ m associated to each angular momentum channel m ≡ m j − 1/2, we need to match each spinor component of the free solution Eq. (6), and its first derivative, to the solution inside the region submitted to the effective magnetic field B ξ = B 0 + ξB S (where B 0 is the external magnetic field and B s = θb/L is the pseudomagnetic field induced by the torsional strain, Eq. (3)) at the boundary of the cylinder r = a. The spectrum inside the cylindrical region corresponds to relativistic pseudo Landau levels, as seen in Refs. 1, 21 , with an effective pseudo magnetic field that is node-dependent,
withφ 0 = v F /e the flux quantum defined in terms of the Fermi velocity in the WSM. As it was shown in Refs. 1, 21 ,the expression for the phase shift δ m can be obtained analytically and is given by:
where we have defined m ≡ m j − 1/2.
A. Scattering cross section
Well outside the cylindrical region where the effective magnetic field is present (r a), the state is a linear combination of the incident and scattered spinors 1, 21 :
with amplitudes f 1 (φ) and f 2 (φ) for each component of the scattered spinor. Moreover, this expression must be equal to the asymptotic form of the solution for r a, represented in terms of phase shifts (see the specific details in Refs. 1, 21 ).
When L 1/k F (a long cylinder), the differential scattering cross-section per unit length is given by 1 ,
and the total scattering cross section is then given by integrating over the scattering angle
and over the length of the cylinder
An important point is that the assumption of a very long cylinder, L 1/k F , is well founded. In the case of TaAs, where b ∼ 0.08Å
so even a slab of a few microns is already in the range of validity of our expressions. In addition, for Cd 3 As 2 , b ∼ 0.2Å
and v F ∼ 1.5 × 10 6 m/s, 1/k F ∼ 0.8Å 24 and hence the applicability of our expressions is even more striking in this second example.
IV. TRANSMISSION AND LANDAUER BALLISTIC CURRENT
In the following, we will study the transport properties of a slab of a WSM of height
which is connected to two semi-infinite WSM contacts held at different chemical potentials µ L and µ R , respectively. In addition, a uniform magnetic field in the z−direction (B 0ẑ ) and torsional mechanical strain is applied inside a cylindrical region of radius a. The application of torsional strain will induce a pseudo-magnetic field in the z−direction as it was showed in sec. II A. Using the Landauer ballistic approach [25] [26] [27] , the net current along the slab (xdirection) is given by the net counterflow of the particle currents emitted from the left and right semi-infinite WSM contacts, respectively. Each contact is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium, with the Fermi-Dirac distributions
, respectively. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1 .
The effect of the external magnetic field and the pseudo-magnetic field over charge transport can be expressed as an effective cross-section W LT ξ (E, φ), with T ξ (E, φ) the transmission coefficient [25] [26] [27] in the direction specified by the polar angle φ, for an incident spinor arising from the node K ξ . We thus define the effective cross-section in the φ-direction by 1, 21 :
with E ξ λ (n) the energy spectrum inside the cylindrical region, as defined in Eq. (8) . For the remaining of this work, we will considerer an incident spinor with a wave vector k = (k x , 0, 0), i.e. a plane wave propagating in the x−direction.
The net electric current flowing across the region will be I = I + + I − , with the node component given by 1, 21 
where D L/R (E) is the density of states at each contact. Here, we have defined the net transmission coefficient for Dirac spinors at node K ξ as the angular averageT ξ (E) =
dφ cos φ T ξ (E, φ). Assuming that both contacts are identical semi-infinite regions, the density of states are equal, and given by
where a factor of 4 arises from the spin and node degeneracy at each of the WSM semiinfinite contacts. With this consideration, the expression for the node component of the current I ξ becomes
with the total current given by I = I + + I − , and the effective transmission function
The electrical conductance is obtained, from definition, as the voltage derivative of the total current I = I + + I − at constant temperature,
where we assumed the conditons µ L = µ R + eV , T L = T R = T , and we applied the identity
V. HEAT CURRENT AND THERMOELECTRIC TRANSPORT
COEFFICIENTS
Under similar arguments as explained above, within the Landauer picture [25] [26] [27] each mode in the energy spectrum arising from the node K ξ carries an energy flow rate
Hence, according to the Thermodynamics relation T dS = dU − µdN , the net heat current transmitted across the junction arising from the node at K ξ iṡ
Here, the Fermi distribution functions are evaluated at the local temperature and chem-
By considering the expression Eq. (15) for the density of states at each semi-infinite contact region, we obtain by integrating Eq. (21) explicitlẏ
with the total heat flux given by the superposition from both Weyl nodesU =U + +U − .
The thermal conductance is defined, as usual, under conditions where there is no net electric current flowing through the junction (I = 0)
with ∆T = T R − T L the temperature difference between the contacts. We remark that this analysis only involves the electronic contribution to the heat conduction. At finite temperatures, the onset of lattice vibrations will induce a phonon contribution to the total thermal conductance [28] [29] [30] [31] . Moreover, at temperatures on the order of the Debye or Bloch-Grüneisen 28,29,31,32 temperatures of the material, the presence of phonon modes will limit thermal conduction due to electron-phonon scattering 28, 32 . Therefore, at these higher temperatures the Landauer picture of transport breaks down and other theoretical approaches are more appropriate, such as Green's functions 33, 34 or the semiclassical Boltzmann equation 28, 29, 31, 32 .
The condition of vanishing electric current defines an implicit relation between the voltage difference and the thermal gradient across the junction, by I(∆T, V, T ) = 0. This implicit relation allows us to express the Seebeck coefficient by using the implicit function theorem
where ∆T (V, T ) is obtained as the solution of the equation I(T, V, ∆T ) = 0.
Taking into account that
and hence the derivatives
we obtain the explicit analytical expression that results from Eq.(24)
Following the argument above, the thermal conductance defined in Eq. (23) is calculated by the chain rule
The explicit analytical expression obtained from this formula is
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following section, we will present results of the electronic and thermal transport properties for different values of the parameters of the model (external magnetic field, torsional strain, temperature, etc. )
To approximate the magnitude of the strain-induced pseudo-magnetic field, we follow Pikulin and collaborators 14 that estimated B S ≈ 1.8 × 10 −3 T per angular degree of torsion for a cylinder of length L ∼ 100 nm and radius a ∼ 50 nm. In addition, we define the scaled . From these values we obtain:
where θ is the torsion (twist) angle in degrees. In analogy to the case of graphene discussed (13)) assumption, that imposes the constraint that for the incident particle to be transmitted across the strained scattering region, its energy must be resonant with one of the pseudoLandau level eigenstates. This condition is always fulfilled thanks to the quasi-continuum distribution of energy values at the contacts, for an interval within the energy window imposed by the external bias voltage. At low but finite temperature, the plateaus are still present, but they are smoother than at zero temperature and they eventually smear away at high enough temperatures (see Ref.
1 ), as can be appreciated in Fig 3(a) .
The effect of the external magnetic field B 0 on the current-voltage curves is compared in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) , respectively. At zero and finite temperatures, one can observe that for the same values of torsion angle, i.e. θ = (5
• ), the total current decreases as the external magnetic field is increased from B 0 a 2 = 22φ 0 (in Fig.2(a) ) towards B 0 a 2 = 28φ 0 (in Fig.2(b) ). The origin of this effect is at the density of the pseudo-Landau level spectrum at the nodes. For a fixed value of θ and hence of B S , the effective pseudo-magnetic field |B ξ | = |B 0 + ξB S | increases as B 0 increases (we are taking B 0 > B S in Figures 2(a),2(b) ).
This reduces the spectral density at both nodes given that E (ξ) n ∼ |B ξ |n, thus providing fewer channels for the incident particles to be transmitted and hence decreasing the total current I across the contacts.
Another remarkable feature of the current-voltage curves is the node polarization effect, due to a relative enhancement of the node-polarized contribution I − arising from the K − node, as can be clearly observed in Fig.3(a) , where the two nodes components I + and I − of the total current are represented at finite temperature. This effect is even stronger when B S is closer to B 0 and can be understood by noticing that the effective pseudo-magnetic field |B − | = |B 0 −B S | decreases as B S increases, thus leading to a relatively higher spectral density associated to the K − -node where E (−) n ∼ |B − |n. Therefore, more channels are available for the incident particles to be transmitted per finite interval of bias voltage imposed at the contacts, thus increasing the current I − associated to the K − -node. This effect can also be appreciated at finite temperatures, as seen in Fig. 3(a) , and it could be used to design a node-sensitive filter as discussed in Ref.
1 .
The differential conductance G(V, T ) = dI/dV (in units of e 2 / ) at finite temperature Fig. 3(b) for different values of the torsion angle θ and fixed B 0 = 22.5φ 0 /a 2 . A characteristic trend of oscillations is observed, which are consistent with the staircase behavior of the current observed in Figs. 2(a),2(b) .
A. Thermal transport examples
Let us now discuss the behaviour of the thermal transport coefficients, whose analytical formulas where obtained in section V, under the light of a few explicit examples.
The thermal conductance (in units of k B v F /a) through the strained cylindrical region is represented in Fig.(4) as a function of temperature, for different magnitudes of strain (represented by its torsional angle θ) and at a constant external magnetic field of B 0 a 2 = 22φ 0 . We notice that the thermal conductance increases when increasing mechanical strain, in agreement with the features already discussed for the electrical conductance. This trend is natural to expect, since the same carriers (i.e. Weyl fermions) are involved in the transport of charge and energy in the material. By comparing the effect of the imposed bias, which is V = 0.5 v F /(ae) in Fig.(4(a) ) and V = 1.0 v F /(ae) in Fig.(4(b) ), it is clear that it has an enhancement effect over the thermal transport. While usually thermal conductivities for bulk materials are typically reported in the linear response regime, in nanoscale junctions and heterostructures it is interesting to study deviations from it. Here, we observe that a combination between the external bias and torsional strain could be used to engineer and control the thermal conductance across this type of structure. We remark, as discussed at the beginning of Section V, that our model describes only the electronic contribution to the thermal conductance, with the consequent monotonic behaviour observed in Fig.4 .
In experimental conditions, the onset of electron-phonon scattering at higher temperatures and the presence of impurities and defects in the lattice will limit this value and eventually a decrease with temperature will be observed 28, 29, 31, 32 . The treatment of these effects is however beyond the scope of our present analysis, and will be published in a follow-up of this study.
The calculated Seebeck coefficient (in units of k B /e), according to the analytical formula derived in Eq. (27) (at an applied bias of V = 1.0 v F /(e a)), we notice that the effect of strain is enhanced by increasing the bias. In summary, we see that the thermopower in this material could in principle be engineered by tuning appropriate combinations of torsional strain and temperature gradients inducing the desired bias voltages. Finally, in order to characterize the thermoelectric performance of the WSM nanojunction, it is important to explore the magnitude of the figure of merit ZT , defined by the standard formula
Numerical values of ZT , as a function of temperature and strain, are presented in Fig.6 for two different values of the external magnetic field B 0 . It is remarkable to notice that extremely high values of the figure of merit can be achieved through the combination of magnetic field and torsional strain. Moreover, at fixed magnetic field, ZT increases with the magnitude of the torsional strain. This is greatly due to the enhancement effect that strain induces over the electronic conductance, as was explained in detail at the beginning of this section, and the effect is more drastic at low temperatures. As seen in the zero temperature limit of the electronic conductance, Fig.2 , a strong deviation from the metallic behavior is observed in the staircase pattern that reflects the Landau level spectrum. As temperature increases, however, the electronic conductance curve smears down. It is conceptually instructive to examine this deviation from the normal metal behavior by studying the Lorenz number as a function of temperature for this system, i.e.
The Lorenz number is represented, at fixed bias and magnetic field, as a function of temperature for different values of torsion in Fig.7 . It is observed that for temperatures higher 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
We studied the thermal transport in WSM submitted to torsional strain and an external magnetic field, extending our previous work in the electronic transport properties 1 . Our theoretical model combines scattering theory with the Landauer approach for electronic transport 1,21 , allowing us to find explicit analytical expressions for the thermoelectric transport coefficients. From our analytical results, we predict a node-polarization effect on the current 1 (analogous to the valley polarization observed in graphene 35, 36 ), due to the combination of torsional strain and an external magnetic field. As discussed in detail in Ref.
1 , this is a consequence of a node-selective enhancement of the spectral density due to the symmetry breaking between the nodes induced by the linear combination of the strain pseudomagnetic field and the z-component of the external magnetic field, that have different relative signs at each node: The physical magnetic field breaks time-reversal symmetry, whereas the strain field does not. Therefore, the node-filtering effect is robust in different geometries, and is not only a property of the cylindrical configuration chosen for the explicit analytical solution provided in our work. As discussed in Ref. 1 , this effect could be used to develop a strain sensor in WSMs. In addition, we reported quantitative calculations of the thermal conductance and Seebeck coefficient in this configuration. Our theoretical results show that both coefficients are very sensitive to strain, displaying a significant enhancement as the torsional angle is increased. Given that the same carriers, i.e. Weyl fermions, are responsible for the electric and thermal transport, it is clear that the thermal current (and thus the thermal conductance) increases with torsion by the same mechanism as the electric current. Remarkably, these results suggest that it might be possible to engineer the thermoelectric coefficients (thermal conductance and thermopower) either by imposing a mechanical (torsional) strain or by appropriately tuning the intensity of an external magnetic field, depending on which of this variables may be easier to control experimentally. Remarkably, our theoretical model suggests that under a combination of an external magnetic field and torsional strain, it might be possible to achieve extremely high thermoelectric performance, characterized by a figure of merit ZT > 10 at low temperatures (T < 2.0 v F /(k B a)). Moreover, this conclusion seems to be supported by recent experimental evidence 20 , thus providing a very promising proof of principle for highly efficient thermoelectric devices.
